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1. Introduction
Flash memory market is growing favorably in the 0.5

pm era and now they are penetrating into 0.35 pm. On the

other hand, market demand for cost reduction and voltage
reduction to flash memory seems to be stronger and stronger

rather than other memories. This is because that two of the

largest markets for flash memory, those are code storage of
mobile systems and file storage such as memory cards, are

the most aggressive fields for those two requirement.

According to the situation, this paper describes the future
scaling issues of flash memories (cost, voltage and so on)
from the technological stand point of view.

Fig. 2 shows the normalized chip size/ bit (chip size/
bitl P) vs. density of now shipping DRAMs and flash
memories. Cell occupancy to the whole chip of both

DRAMs and flash memories are estimated to be about 50 to
60Vo. Normalized cell size (cell sizelf2) under the assumption
of alignment margin as f/2 is 15P for DRAMs as mentioned
before. In the case of flash memories those of NOR/DINOR,
NAND and AND cells arc 7.5f2, 6f2 and 6 to gf2

respectively.

Comparing above estimation to fig. 2, it seems that
normalized cell size of actual DRAMs have already achieved
smaller value than 15f2. This is because that the DRAM
process has been improved on the alignment margin and/or
contact hole diameter.

On the other hand, normalized cell size of flash memory
of NOR type is l0 to LZt2 |ll. This indicates there still
remains some room to reduce the cell size. In the case of the
flash memories for file storage, those are NAND [2], AND
[3], Multi Level Ceil [a][5] and so on [6], good scaling
results comparable to DRAMs have been achieved. (fig. 2)
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Fig. 2 Normalized chip size/ bit vs. density of now shipping
DRAMs and Flash memories.

Let us consider the ideal cell layout of flash memories
for code storage. A flash memory cell consists of one
channel region, ll2 contact hole, 1/2 source diffusion and ll2
isolation. Fig. 3 indicates the schematic cell layout of an
ideal flash cell, that is all the inactive elements are formed by
self-aligned manner (self-align contact [7], self-align source
and self-align isolation [8-10]). In this case, cell area could
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be reducedto 4f2 theoretical$. aP is the smallest limit for
one element under the minimum feature size of f, so that this
is really an ultimate cell layout.

This kind of cell layout degrades the cell coupling ratio,
in consequence it degrades some kind of cell performances.

Some kind of coupling ratio enhancing technology [11] will
be required to utilize self-align isolation process.

The other subjects to be solved to realize a full self-align

cell are, to maintain isolation ability, source line resistance

and contact resistance. In the case of CHE-NOR, high
isolation ability, low contact and source line resistance are

needed because of its high cunent flow needed during CHE
operation. On the other hand, DINOR [12] operation does

not need much, so that DINOR potentially has big advantage

for future cell scaling.

5. Conclusion
NOR type flash memories have not scaled enough

compared to DRAMs.
Self-align process technology of the inactive elements is

very effective for flash memory scaling, because of flash cell
consists of only one active element and many room for
alignment margin. Furthermore this kind of cell reduction
does not need to proceed lithography generation and does not
cause any side effects such as reliability degradation.
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Fig.3 Schematic cell layout of the ideal flash memory cell
(right hand side). All the inactive elements are formed by self-

align manner.

3. Power Scaling
Power dissipation and supply voltage reduction is

another demand for flash memories, especially flash
memories for code storage. In particular, power dissipation
during read is the most concern because read mode is the
most frequent operation. The issue is word line voltage
scaling during read. Word line voltage during read is restricted

by Vt disribution of low state and number of cells connected

to a bit line [13]. So that the intentional Vt distribution
control for low state [14] and some kind of divided bit line
array architecture should be needed for power and voltage
scaling. Otherwise, word line boost scheme is required t15l
to scale supply voltage, and it may consume excessive power
and cause some delay in data access.

4. Subjects for Other Scaling
Other important scaling issues including performance

improvement such as high speed read out, high program
through put U6l[17] and periphery scaling will be described

at the conference.
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